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Scene 1  

Andrew arrived at the warehouse in the Dr. Ghost 
costume, after leaving his car blocks away. (Blocks 
were shorter when you could go through them instead 
of around them.) The command center was obvious: a 
trailer with POLICE stencilled on the side. He saw two
—no, three—ion cannons.


Do these people not know the damage they could do? 
Hauling them out for Lucky Strike? 


He slipped into the command center and stepped up 
onto the floor. "Isn't this overkill?" He asked the officer.


"She's a felon, and a parahuman," the officer said. His 
name tag read Siencwicz. Andrew had no idea how to 
pronounce that.


"She's never seriously injured anyone."


"Procedure," said the police officer. "She could injure 
someone."


"Let me talk to her."


Siencwicz shook his head. "Stay out of the way.  
Officially the force doesn't cooperate with 
parahumans, vigilante or otherwise. You've never hurt 
anyone, so we're staying off you, but if you interfere..." 
He held up his palms. "Things change. The ion 
cannons can damage you no matter what form you're 
in."


"The ion cannons kill. That's lethal force."


"That's protocol." Siencwicz looked around, spotted 
the damping manacles they had for Lucky Strike. He 
edged toward them.


Andrew fell back through the wall, pushing himself into 
the ground. One side of the street or the other would 
have a storm sewer; he "swam" through the asphalt 
and gravel until he found one. It stank, but if he turned 
around, he could breathe and move to the warehouse.


Scene 2 

He stood up in the dark basement of the warehouse 
and breathed deeply to try to get the stink out of his 
lungs. Without being able to see, he didn't know where 
to go. Somewhere there were stairs. Rather than 
increase his density and possibly knock something 
over, he left himself unsolid, trusting to the resistance 
of an object to tell him when he had hit something. 
With his arms stretched before him, he padded quietly 
through the darkness. When he was sure there was no 
one near, he reached into his pocket for the light he 
used to examine throats and switched it on.


The glow was feeble, but it was enough._


Scene Setup PC positive, debase ambush

Chaos 7 (+2)

Plot Police have Lucky Strike trapped

Modified? Help police & make sure that LS isn't 
hurt

�

Result Determined to get Lucky Strike out

Chaos +0

Threads Police antagonism 

�

Scene Setup New NPC, Agree faith

Chaos 7 (+2)

Plot Looking for LS

Modified? Unmodified 

�
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Crates everywhere. Drain over there (and that stank, 
too). Stairwell right there. He solidified and mounted 
the stairs. He was about to try the door when he heard 
voices


"So really, you're the victim here," came a man's voice.


"Exactly." That was Lucky Strike. "You just have to tell 
your audience that."


"Absolutely. After you promise me something."


Lucky Strike’s voice held distaste. “What?”


The man laughed. "Nor do I. But you have to owe me a 
favour."


Andrew could hear the frown in her voice. "And how do 
I pay you back?"


"You'll do something for me. I don't know what, yet. 
But in my business, it's good to be able to call in some 
favours.


"Well... All right."


Andrew stepped through the door.


Scene 3 

Andrew had just enough time to see Lucky Strike and a 
young man with a residue of adolescent acne before 
the explosion. The laughter was maniacal and high as 
pieces of ceiling fell all around them. Andrew hardened 
as much as he could and dove to cover the new man. 
Lucky Strike might be able to take care of herself, but 
he probably couldn't.


He had his head turned to see Lucky Strike and saw 
the chunk of girder hit her head. His stomach fell—why 
didn't she have a force field up? He could probably fix 
her, but that laughter and the explosion probably 
meant—


Yes. The K-Osprey. Corpse grey except for the bird 
scar that gave him his name, dressed in vestments and 
astride his flying disc, the Hawkwing. He threw another 
bomb and this one hit Andrew squarely on the back. 
He could go desolid and let the explosion pass through 
him, but then the man would take the brunt of it. He 
braced himself—


The bomb hurt. He didn't want more of these, and 
they'd probably kill the man. He felt sick, unable to 
help Lucky Strike or do anything while he was 
protecting this man. She seemed unconscious.


K-Osprey swooped down and grabbed her, and flew 
off, cackling all the way. "I need to pick your brain, my 

Result Dr. Ghost found Lucky Strike...& someone else

Chaos +3

Threads Police antagonism; Unknown favour

�

Scene Setup -4, Move toward a thread

Chaos +3

Plot Figure out who wants what with Lucky 
Strike

Modified? Modified: Interrupted. Move toward a 
thread: agree ambush

�
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pretty, and then perhaps I'll pick your brains off the 
floor!"


Scene 4 

With Lucky Strike gone, the police had no interest in 
the area...the warehouse was scheduled to be 
demolished, so they didn’t even leave forensic 
investigators behind. They took statements from the 
man (Andrew heard his name was Cameron West), but 
Andrew was gone by they tried to get one from him.


Andrew didn’t have a clue what K-Osprey was going to 
do with Lucky Strike. Fortunately, the city had two 
experts on K-Osprey. The foremost expert was of 
course his nemesis, Magus Quark, but Andrew had 
seen a news cast that said he was out of the country. 
The next in line was Adam Silverback. 


Silverback was kept under lock and key, being an 
intelligent gorilla. Andrew knew where Silverback was 
(nearly everyone knew). The complex looked like a 
gated community, and it was not officially military, but 
there were military personnel all over; an intelligent 

gorilla was a wanted commodity. He wasn’t a 
technological genius, but he was a master of many 
other disciplines...including parahumans like K-Osprey.


He wished he knew Adam Silverback’s phone number. 
Calling would be much easier, and he had a “Dr. 
Ghost” burner phone. He didn’t care if the authorities 
knew what he was after; he just didn’t have time to 
convince them through the normal channels.


He drove around the complex. The gates were solid, 
not wrought iron, and twilight was on them...no traffic 
through the gates that he could see. He kept driving. 
The wall was easily a dozen feet. He might be able to 
“swim” through the ground under it, or try the sewer 
trick he had used at the warehouse. 


Hmm. This side of the complex had a set of houses 
that backed onto the wall. That was odd. Most of them 
were probably owned by the military, but at least here 
he could check the wall without being seen from the 
street.


Andrew parked the car two blocks away and stole 
back to the houses. The yard was tidy and small; the 
house was old but well-kept. It pre-dated the complex. 
People who wouldn’t sell, maybe?


He checked the wall. It looked like brick, but his hand 
stopped a couple of inches into it. There was an 
energy field inside the wall somehow. He couldn’t see 
the glimmer of an energy field above it, so he could 
probably go over. Under would be easier, but if they 
had gone to the trouble to put a force field in the wall...


He dropped into the ground, holding his breath. Force 
field as far deep as he could feel. Lungs burning, he 
“swam” up to the surface. He probably wouldn’t find 
conduits or sewers here.


He dropped into the ground, holding his breath. Force 
field as far deep as he could feel. Lungs burning, he 

Result Lucky Strike kidnapped

Chaos Add 1 for CF 9 (+4)

Threads Police aggression, unknown favour, Lucky 
Strike kidnapped!

�

Scene Setup New NPC, Agree faith

Chaos 9 (+4)

Plot He needs a clue

Modified? Modified: Altered

�
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“swam” up to the surface. He probably wouldn’t find 
conduits or sewers here.


He looked at the back yards along the wall.

He could jump a fair distance up—a few storeys, really
—but the extra weight from the density cancelled that 
out, so a boost of some kind was called for. A ladder or 
something.


There. There was a glint of metal tubing. That house 
had a trampoline in the back yard. He walked through 
the yards and hedges until he reached it. The 
trampoline must have seemed safe because it was 
enclosed by mesh, but Andrew didn’t care. By altering 
his density, he could go through the mesh, get heavier 
for a higher bounce, and then phase through the mesh 
again.


The timing would be tricky, but he could do it.


He bounced experimentally. This was going to take a 
few tries. 


A light went on in the house.


Okay, he didn’t have a few tries. He had one. He 
bounced as high as he could, bending over so that he 
didn’t hit the mesh top, then shifted to be heavier—


—He hit the trampoline, bounced up, and as soon as 
his feet left the pad, went insubstantial—


—And slammed into the force field in the wall near the 
top. He tried to get his hand over but forgot that he 

was insubstantial, and he couldn’t grab the force field 
quite, then he fell into the ground. The force of the fall 
drove him farther than he had attempted before, and 
he managed to get a hand under the field. He pulled 
himself in. The force field went much farther than he 
thought, and his lungs were aching, then burning, then 
on fire, but he couldn’t go back. He had come too far


His vision was alive with lights by the time he actually 
pulled himself up. When he turned solid, he lay there 
gasping, not caring whether anyone found him. It took 
him minutes to recover.


Okay, he thought. I’m not going out that way.


When he looked around, he saw that most of the 
buildings were facades or at best shells. Spots in 
between looked like a zoo set-up for a gorilla...which 
made sense. Several of the reporters who had written 
about Silverback had mentioned that he was a gorilla 
despite his great intelligence.


He kept a watch out for guards. Empty house, empty 
house—


Gorillas don’t sleep in houses, he remembered. Leafy 
pads in trees, wasn’t it? He looked up and couldn’t see 
the stars. 


He’s right above me. 

He looked around and spotted a tree with handholds. 
Presumably it was for military visitors, but Andrew felt 
free to use it. He clambered up.


Silverback was facing away from him, reading a book 
by a book light fastened to it.


“You’re not the quietest of visitors,” came Silverback’s 
electronic voice. The mad scientist who had created 
him had also given him means to talk. “I presume the 
rather dramatic means of entrance means that you 
have some urgent mission?”


Question Does a house have a trampoline in back?

Odds Very Unlikely -1, CF is 9 (+4)

Roll {6,5,5,3,1,3} = +3 [Yes]

Event! No!

�
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“Uh...yes.”


“Oh, don’t be nervous. I can smell it on you. The old 
sweat tells me that this is probably a paranormal’s 
costume. You people never wash your costumes 
enough.”


“They call me Doctor Ghost.”


“Ah. I know you by file and reputation. It’s a pleasure to 
meet you.” Now Silverback turned. “Come on to the 
nest, if you don’t want to be seen.”


“I don’t care if I’m seen,” Andrew said, but he stepped 
forward. The next was springy but not impossible to 
walk on.


“All right. We’ll do this by quid pro quo. I answer a 
question for you, you answer a question for me.”


“That’s very Hannibal Lecter of you.”


“Or a person trying to get information about the world.”


“True enough. May I explain the situation to you?”


“I don’t see how we’ll get forward without that.” He 
patted the floor of the next. “Sit.”


Andrew explained about Lucky Strike and K-Osprey. 
Silverback held up a finger. “You’re sure that’s exactly 
what he said?”


“Verbatim.”


Silverback nodded. “Then he plans to kill her after she 
has served her purpose.”


“That was going to be one of my questions.” 


“You’re lucky I answered it for free, then. Go ahead 
with your next question.”


“What does he want her for?”


“Sex seems unlikely or at most incidental. I suspect he 
wants her for her engineering skills. He has the dreams 
but not the abilities to produce something really novel. 
He is about due for something grandiose, and I 
suspect he could not build it, so he will force her to.”


“I see. Your question?”


“Are you involved with her?”


Andrew could feel the flush under his mask. “No. 
We...respect each other. I keep trying to get her to the 
right side of the law, and she resists.”


He could swear the gorilla smiled. “I see. Your turn.”


“Where is he likely to be?”


“Really, it depends on the device. It’s probably some 
place urban, unless the device requires otherwise. His 
real estate agent would be a better person to ask.”


“He has a real estate agent?”


“My turn. What is your medical specialty?”


“That presupposes I am trained in medicine.”


“Come, come. You have the scents of medicinal 
antiseptics on you. Your vocabulary attests to your 
intelligence. You are somehow involved in medicine, 
but not pathology...you don’t deal with cadavers. If you 
operate, you have not done so since your last shower.”


Andrew nodded. “Oncology. My turn?” Silverback 
nodded. “What can you tell me about his real estate 
agent?”


“Carl Osterly, age 51. He’s quite cautious so he is not 
criminally involved, but his aptly-named Moriarty Real 
Estate provides hideouts for ninety percent of the 
parahuman villains in the city. Osterly has three 
children and a trophy wife, after the unseemly death of 
his first wife. He is fond of trivia and tonight can be 
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found at the Pepperpot Pub, where they have, I am 
told, a difficult trivia competition.”


“Okay. Yours?”


“Why do you fight crime?”


“To help people. As an oncologist, I can save only 
some people. For others, I delay the inevitable or make 
their remaining time better. As a hero, the results are 
immediate and visceral.”


“Interesting. Have you any more questions?” Andrew 
shook his head. “Then I’ll tell the guards to let you out. 
There is no need for you to go through that process on 
the way out.”


“I have a question, but it’s not on the other topic.” 
Silverback looked at him. “I have enjoyed our 
conversation. May I visit you officially?”


The time it was obvious that the gorilla was smiling. 
“Of course. I’ll leave your name with the guards. Might 
I suggest the back gate? It’s less obvious.”


Scene 5 

The Pepperpot was less a pub and more a place to get 
drunk. There were some vague attempts at British 
decor on the walls (a poster that said Keep Calm and 
Carry On Drinking) but otherwise it looked like any 
other corner bar that Andrew had seen. He stood for a 
moment by the front window but didn’t see Osterly. 
Was the information wrong?

No, someone walked in to the pub, and he could hear 
the announcer talking about “tonight’s trivia.” He 
walked briskly around the block once and looked 
again. There. There was Osterly.


He walked in through the door, so dense that he made 
the floor creak. “Osterly,” he said. “We need to talk.”


Osterly looked up and frowned. “What do you mean? I 
live a clean life.” He looked around at his table mates—
an older bald man, a corpulent woman, and a bearded 
man with crutches


“Your company has dealing with K-Osprey.”


“I don’t know. I never handle stuff like that.” Osterly 
smiled at his table mates. “I don’t know what he’s 
talking about.”


“My information is reliable.” The floor creaked, 
probably from someone behind him. He wasn’t worried 
about being moved...at this density, he weighed over a 
ton. He was glad the floor was a wood veneer over 
concrete and steel; it could take his weight.


“I’m telling you, I don’t know.”


Result Less chaos; now he has a place to go.

Chaos -1, so +3.

Threads Police aggression, unknown favour, Lucky 
Strike kidnapped!

�

Scene Setup NPC Negative; fight public

Chaos +3

Plot At the Pepperpot Pub, looking for Carl. 

Modified? +5 (unmodified)

�

Question Is Osterly in the bathroom?

Odds 50/50, CF is 8 (+3)

Roll 3 {5,3,2,2,2}  = +3 [Yes]

Event! No!

�
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“But you’re not denying it, Carl,” said the bearded 
man.


“I don’t touch the real estate rentals. Just sales. It 
would have to be rentals.” He sounded unnerved. “You 
have to believe me.” He was talking to his table mates, 
not to Andrew.


Andrew said, “Then who does know?”


“Murray. Or Mark. He’s new. A new sales guy.”


“Then we will ask him. Come along.” Andrew looked 
up and down the table. He felt a tiny shudder as 
someone broke something against his back. Nothing 
serious so far. “A shame you will miss your game.”


“So tell him if it’s all honest, Carl,” said the bald man.


“My cousin’s husband died because of K-Osprey,” said 
the corpulent woman. 


“It’s a mistake,” Osterly told them.


“They’re going to start the game again,” said the 
bearded man.


Carl fumbled out a business card and his cell phone. 
“Look, this is the business number.” He looked up a 
number on his cell phone and wrote it down. “Here’s 
how you reach him.”


“What’s his home address? Anyone can answer a 
phone,” said the woman.


“Thank you,” Andrew said to her.


Carl got out another business card and wrote that 
down. He gave both to Andrew. “See? I’m on the up 
and up,” he told his table mates.


“I’ll find out,” said Andrew. “And I’ll haunt you.” He 
walked out of the pub through the wall. 


Scene 6

Andrew pulled to a stop in front of Isley Park. Andrew 
didn’t even get out; he just sat there. Threatening Carl 
seemed the next step, but being threatening always 
took a lot out of Andrew. Besides, it had taken him 
nearly forty minutes to drive here, it would take forty to 
drive back.


On the other hand, who has a park address 
memorized?  There weren’t so many parks in the city 
that he thought this might be a coincidence: Isley Park 
was known for its trees and wild growth. He could take 
a moment to look around, figure out if there was 
anything special about it.


He took a deep breath and pulled on the aviator cap 
and special goggles, and stepped out.


The dark park looked deserted. He was ten paces in 
the park when the grass twined about his feet and tried 
to capture him. He  could turn intangible, but that 
wasn’t really necessary. He was strong enough to 
break the grass. Without doing so, he looked around.


Result Andrew has a new number

Chaos Same: +3

Threads Police aggression, unknown favour, Lucky 
Strike kidnapped!, trail of clues

�

Scene Setup  Action! Guide nature

Chaos +3

Plot K-Osprey has sent a plant controller to 
attack

Modified? No.

�
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There was no one visible.


He heard a voice whine, “But I’m so full.”


He was still looking around, trying to find the source of 
the voice, when he saw the thorny bushes grow over 
the entrance. Again, he wasn’t concerned, but with the 
treeboughs heavy overhead and the thorns on the 
bushes, another man might worry.


“Show yourself,” he said.


“Do you need to see me?” said the voice. The voice 
was female but somehow alien. Not necessarily old, 
but its owner had other concerns.


“I’d like to know who is going to try and kill me.”


“Kill you....yes. Absorb your precious nitrogen, 
potassium, calcium...” From behind. “But you still have 
use of your arms.” More bushes grew up and held him. 
If he had been a normal man, Andrew would have been 
totally immobilized.


“Do you do things with your eyes?” The source of the 
voice was moving behind him. “Maybe I should poke 
them out.”


Andrew went intangible and stepped backward. The 
voice belonged to a young skinny woman, scarred and 
naked except for what looked like bark over her 
breasts and groin. Her hair was festooned with 
blossoms and her mouth was a thin slit. Her eyes were 
gall-coloured, and they did not seem to rest on 
Andrew, but glanced all around.


“Tricky,” she said. She did not move. “They call me the 
Lady of the Glade, or Hamadryad, or Caroline.”


He shifted back to dense and solid and started walking 
around her. “Who calls you Caroline?”


“The man who brings me fertilizer,” she said. She 
started walking in the same direction, so they were still 
facing each other.


“Bags of fertilizer?”


“Fertilizer that walks. Like you.”


He tightened the circle, spiralling in to her. She either 
didn’t notice or she wanted this.

If I can tag her in the solar plexus, he thought, I can 
knock her out and warn people about her.

His swing missed. She looked at him impassively and 
(he foolishly thought) her head exploded, and he was 
wreathed in pollen.


He shook his head once to clear it and tried again to 
punch her. This time he connected but it seemed to 
have no effect. Then she vanished, and two tree 
branches swung at him. They missed, fortunately.


She has been preparing Emotion Control, but she has to be 
in touch range to use it.

�

Coordination test to see who goes first, and we’ll use the 
result as Initiative for this fight. He gets a major success, so 
he goes first.  9 to 10; he misses.

�

This is emotion control, level 8.  She wants him to lie down 
(Hmm. Better represented as Stunning, I think, but he has a 
lower willpower, so we’ll stick with it. The emotion is 
“Sacrifice”.) Marginal success, so no effect.

�
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“I don’t think I want to fight you,” she said from behind 
him. He whirled around and saw her, a dozen paces 
away. “I’ll let them fight you. They can’t move, but 
there are lots of trees.”


“Who paid you to kill me?”


“The man. I don’t care if humans kill each other.”


He had to stop her quickly. If she could disappear, so 
could he. He dove away from her into the ground and 
flipped, then “swam” to her, hoping she would be 
nearby when he emerged.


He came up behind her while she was peering for him. 
She spun as he came up—perhaps he had made a 
noise—and he swung at her.

She looked startled and seemed confused.

“He sends a boy with the information. Tyrone, I thik” 
She quickly described the boy. “He comes from that 
way.” She pointed. “When you find the man, kill him, 
and give him to me as fertilizer.” She collapsed.


She’ll wake soon, thought Andrew. I’ll let the police 
know she’s here but I have something else to do. Not 
find Tyrone; toss Carl’s office, which is near here and 
which I should have done in the first place.


Scene 7 

He passed through the walls of the office easily 
enough, and then stopped. He had expected 
something dingy and cluttered, but this looked like 
something created for an African dictator. It was 

Marginal success at hitting her, so he does 3 Stamina.  She 
realizes that she has to do something better, so she 
disappears (at Teleport 8, she doesn’t need to check), and 
an animated tree branch whacks at him.  Wood is Material 
4, but this is thick wood, so we’ll say 5.  Servant pool is 32. 

Animated tree: Prowess 6, Coordination 4, Strength 5, 1 
point for extra servant at same cost. That’s 31 points.  Both 
trees miss.

Dr. Ghost 
13

Lady 
8

�

They both roll 1, so it’s a moderate hit...but this time he 
uses his Affliction. Now the Affliction check: 12 versus 8, 
which is a Major success. She loses 7 Stamina, and will 
probably lose one more next panel.

Dr. Ghost 
13

Lady 
1

�

She could use her “Plant not an animal” quality to heal, but 
I actually want this fight over, so she doesn’t. I’ll roll the 
Affliction check for the next panel (8. versus 7), so she 
collapses then. The affliction will keep her unconscious for 
a few panels, and then she’ll wake up with 1 Stamina in 
2d6 panels. She’s likely to get away.

�

Result Side track—he has clues but no aswers.

Chaos Increase. +4

Threads Who hires the dryad?  Police antagonism, LS 
is kidnapped, trail of clues

�

Scene Setup Action!, Open Extravagance

Chaos +4

Plot Toss Carl’s office.

Modified? Altered 

�
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opulent, even gaudy, and things were disguised by 
their very opulence. There were emergency lights on.


Okay. Desks were discernible, but not computers. The 
rentals were shady if not illegal, so maybe they were 
kept on paper instead of in the computer? Since he 
couldn’t find the computer...


He worked his way around the room, reaching behind 
each photo and painting. (Pulling the picture off might 
trigger an alarm.) Ah...this one had a safe behind it. He 
stuck his little flashlight in his mouth and pushed his 
head into the wall.


Nothing incriminating. Well, unless you counted money 
and valuables. He kept checking. Nothing in this room.


The next room was smaller but over-decorated with 
paintings. He dragged his arm through the wall and 
found three more safes.


One held books. He looked at the painting covering it 
for a long moment—it was something with Venus or 
Aphrodite—and prepared himself. 


If he were touching something reasonably small when 
he was solid, he could make it go intangible with him. 
He did that with his clothes, and the penlight. Making 
something go intangible when he was already 
intangible was much more difficult. He had only done 
something like this once before.

 After two attempts, he got the book out and was 
about to read it...when he heard footsteps. He hid 

behind the desk. Someone said, “Nothing looks 
disturbed.”


“He pays us for parahuman protection. You sense 
anything?”


“Give me a sec...yes. Person right 
there.”

Andrew sank into the floor. He heard the woman’s 
voice, muffled: “In the floor. Sharing the targeting right 
now...”


Shimmering threads began to cover him. He’d never 
run into something like this, and he quickly dropped 
down into the basement. He solidified and flexed his 
muscles. Some of the threads broke, but not all of 
them.


“He’s not moving much, but maybe you should hit him 
again.”


New shimmering threads appeared before he had shed 
the rest. He couldn’t move.


He made himself denser. Denser meant stronger, so 
maybe he could break those threads...

He strained, but to no effect. They were like steel, or 
stronger.  Dimly he heard, “Zap him and we’ll go 
downstairs.”


In game terms, he’s going to try and stunt Alteration Ray 
(phasing). Instead of costing him his Determination point, 
he’ll try a Maneuver to get an Advantage: Power versus a 
difficulty of 5 (5 versus 5). He rolls 2 and 2, so he creates 
the Advantage but can’t use it.  Instead of another 
Maneuver, he is going to use Tactics (take Trouble) to 
activate the new advantage. Both times he’ll use his “In 
love with a villain” Quality. 

The Trouble will be a challenge: someone walks in. 

�

Initiative first.  11, 7, 10. So he goes before them, then 
Scope, then Padlock.

�

Strength test of his Strength 8 vs Material level 6. His effort 
is 9, the Material is 12. Nope.

�
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Andrew’s last thought was of Lucky Strike, and then 
everything was black.


Scene 8  

Andrew woke up in a chair inside a small featureless 
room. There was a window and a speaker. “Hello,” 
came a man’s voice. It probably wasn’t the man 
Andrew had heard before, but he couldn’t be sure.


Andrew nodded and looked around. He wasn’t tied 
down.


“The room is tough and impervious to you. I’m sorry 
that it’s so small, but we do have to ferry this cell 
around. We will call the police, if necessary—we have 
enough information.”


Andrew made his voice raspy. “What do you want?”


“Why were you there?”


“I wanted information. I wanted to know where K-
Osprey has his hideout.”


“Hideout?” The voice sounded amused.


“You would prefer lair?”


“K-Osprey....”


Andrew nodded. “He’s up to something. He kidnapped 
Lucky Strike, wants her to help him with something.”


“She’s a villain.”


“There are villains, and there are villains. She steals, 
yes. He kills and maims.”


“But you broke into the office to look.”


“After Osterly sent me to the park, to be killed.” 


“But you’re not dead.” There was a pause. Maybe the 
man was talking to someone else, off-microphone. 
“You’re in luck. Parahuman Security Inc is not in the 
direct pay of Osterly, but rather a consortium of his 
clients, who would prefer that they not be identified. It 
is in the best interests of the majority that K-Osprey not 
be allowed to continue.”


“Why are you telling me this?”


“For the same reason I enjoin you, Dr. Wassermann, to 
stop him.”


“Alone?”


“Use whatever resources you can muster. We are 
contractually obliged not to interfere.”


“But without an address...”


“We are obliged not to interfere. Now we are going to 
drop you off at a distant location, in the hopes.”


Fifteen minutes later, they dropped him off in the 
country. The clouds parted and he saw that he was 

The stunning is 11 versus 8.  Andrew is out for the chapter.

�

Result Captured!

Chaos Can’t go any higher... +4

Threads Captured!, who hires the dryad?  Police 
antagonism, LS is kidnapped, trail of clues

�

Scene Setup NPC Action, Separate Good

Chaos +4 (roll -2)

Plot Interrogated by security firm

Modified? Altered

�
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near a farmhouse with a ramshackle barn and an old 
concrete silo. The farmhouse had no lights.


Well, he thought. How do I find her now?


Scene 9  

He tried to get the license plate number of the truck 
but it was out of sight too soon, and he couldn’t make 
it out in the dark. 


The glow of lights on the horizon told him where the 
city was, but he wasn’t looking forward to the walk. 
The security people had taken his burner phone. The 
people in the farmhouse can’t object if I use their 
phone, right?


He looked at the farmhouse again. Still dark. There was 
a glimmer of light in the barn, though. Maybe it was 
late chores. Or maybe they left the barn lights on all 
night.


The barn door was locked, so he walked through it and 
unlocked the door. (He would claim that it was left 
unlocked.) 


There were no cows. Stalls, yes, but no cows. He 
walked quietly through the barn. It smelled of old 
manure and new oil. He sniffed the air, and headed for 
the far wall and the ladder to the hayloft.


There were noises upstairs. Lucky Strike was visible, 
tied to a chair. She was directing technicians, who 
were clambering over...something. No sign of K-
Osprey, though.


Something poked him in the back. “This will affect 
even out-of-phased things,” said K-Osprey. “It’s one of 
my favourite weapons.”


Scene 10  

Andrew hardened, hoping that K-Osprey’s weapon 
wouldn’t hurt much. The extra weight cracked the 
stairs they were standing on, and both of them fell.


Result Abandoned in the countryside

Chaos Still +4

Threads Lost!, who hires the dryad?  Police 
antagonism, LS is kidnapped, trail of clues

�

Scene Setup Close Thread, Transform Innocence

Chaos +4

Plot Andrew discovers he has been helped 
and used

Modified? Altered

�

Result He has found K-Osprey...but been captured.

Chaos +4

Threads Lost!, who hires the dryad?  Police 
antagonism, LS is kidnapped

�

Scene Setup NPC Action, Fight the Project

Chaos +4

Plot K-Osprey explains his plan

Modified? Altered

�
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The energy beam hit Andrew in the back and hurt, but 
didn’t hurt much. Andrew dove through the wall, 
shifting into intangibility as he did so.


He found himself in the earthen berm built up around 
the barn.


If this keeps up, I’m getting a tiny rebreather, he 
thought to himself. Then at least I could stay inside 
something for five minutes.


He “swam” for another dozen seconds and stuck his 
head out. Inside, he could hear K-Osprey calling for 
minions to come out and find Dr. Ghost.


K-Osprey could fly, and this was basically a flat plain. 
He was better off inside. 


There had been a set of doors across the hayloft...for 
equipment, chickens, something. He wriggled out of 
the ground, turned around and dove back into the 
barn, aiming for one of those rooms. 


This room was a bathroom. There was a man sitting 
there, and Andrew quickly solidified and put his hand 

over the man's mouth. "Let's not embarrass anyone. 
You can yell as soon as I leave."


He quickly looked for feet in the other stall, saw none, 
and stepped sideways, then ran forward into the next 
room. 


This one was a storeroom for parts. He went solid, got 
his hand over the man’s mouth, and whispered, “This 
will be unpleasant, but it’s not lethal.”


The man sagged in his arms. Andrew put him down 
gently, propped against the door, and risked a peek 
outside.


There were still eight of them in the room, doing 
technical things. He was too far from Lucky Strike to 
get to her unnoticed. He drew his head back in.


Presumably they had some power dampener there to 
prevent the lucky breaks that gave her her name.


Two priorities, then: disable the device, and rescue 
Lucky Strike. Capturing Gadget was third on the list, 
after he had accomplished the first two.


He peeked again. When it was clear, he sprinted to the 
machine and dove into it. With luck, there would be a 
space inside where he could solidify.


There wasn’t


He abandoned his first idea and instead looked for the 
computer. There had to be a computer controlling it.


Difficulty 3+2 ((5) to keep their balance.... He rolls a 1, K-
Osprey rolls a 5. His total is 6, K-Osprey’s is 10.  K-Osprey 
lands so well, he can fire, and hits with a moderate 
success. 6 points of Stamina, but Andew’s Damage 
Resistance eats 5 of that.

Dr. Ghost 
1312

K-Osprey 
11

�

Question Does someone see him?

Odds Very Likely, CF is 9 (+4)

Roll 2 {4,3,3,2,2,–2}  = +2 [Yes]

Event! No!

�

There’s no problem making the Prowess test, but the 
Affliction test..” His effect is 9, the thug’s is 5, so that’s a 
major success.

Dr. Ghost 
1312

Parts Room thug 
6 –1

�
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This was going to be difficult, especially while he 
couldn’t breathe. He had tried this in the real estate 
office tonight. It had worked then, but now....


He steadied himself to try again.


The computer was heavy in his hand. Now the next 
part, which could hurt him. 


Two solid objects couldn’t exist in the same space. 
Their interaction caused an explosion. He couldn’t 
create one himself by turning solid. But...things he had 
made intangible would become tangible if he left them 
behind, when he got too far away. The explosion 
happened in both the tangible and intangible realms, 
so it could hurt him.


He moved to computer to where the device felt 
densest, then let go of it, pulling. his arms wide.


The explosion caught him on an angle, blasting his 
face, side, chest, arms and legs. It didn’t blow him out 
of the device, but suddenly there was space to 
breathe, except the air was acrid and smoky and 
unbreathable.


He hurt. All over. He had to pause for a moment 
because he hurt so much.


—but then the need to breathe caught up with him, 
and he dove out of the device.


He staggered upright, gasping, one foot still ankle-
deep in the floor, to find two technicians looking at him. 
One had the presence of mind to fire, but the shot 
passed through him and threw sparks off the machine.


He shifted into solidity, then denseness. He should be 
able to deal with these people and get Lucky Strike out
—


“Hey!”


He turned to look.


Aw, crap. 

Gadget Ghoul was back. With the lackeys who had the 
good weapons.


Awareness test to find it, but at -2 because he’s effectively 
blind inside the device. Difficulty is 3. He rolls a 6, for Awr 
roll of 6+6-2=10. Difficulty is 3+5=8, so that’s a moderate 
success.

�

He needs a maneuver. We’ll try a Phasing roll to try and 
control his phasing power and the Good Samaritan quality, 
versus a difficulty of the level of the Phasing power. So it’s 
5+4 versus 5+5, so he does not succeed.

�

He’ll stunt Blast off the Phasing power, and use Good 
Samaritan quality again. So the stunted power is. actually 
Blast+Affects Solid/Desolid+Burst. It’s not clear to me that  
it requires three Determination Points or three Advantages. 
I think it does, so we’ll try a Determination Point for the 
basic power stunt, plus two more advantages for Burst and 
Affect Solid. First advantage is fine, but I failed at the 
second, so instead, it’s going to be Tactics: I’m going to 
stunt Strike instead, and the damage affects him.

�

He loses 5 Stamina. 

Dr. Ghost 
137

Device 
4 –1

�

Result Found Lucky Strike! Temporarily disabled the 
device! Trapped and ready for a big. fight!

Chaos +4

�
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Scene 11  

He ran around the device, ignoring the technicians, 
and came around closer to Lucky Strike. There she 
was.


He didn’t have time to untie her, so he picked up the 
chair and ran directly at the other thugs, brandishing 
the bound Lucky Strike at them. Two of them fired and 
hit the bottom of the chair, which fell apart; the rest 
dove out of the way. The only thing holding the chair to 
Lucky Strike now was the rope binding her to it.


Just outside the barn, he stopped and carefully 
snapped the ropes holding her hands. She reached to 
the inhibitor collar on her neck as she breathed 
“Thanks, but I had it under control.”


“Really?” he said to her as he flexed his fingers and 
then placed his hands on his chest; He thought about 
making himself not-hurt, of making himself well, the 
same way that he made others feel healthy. He could 
feel the aches and pains and fatigue toxins leaving his 
body.


Lucky Strike said, “Look out,” grabbed his head, and 
levered him down. Dirt and gravel exploded near him, 
and K-Osprey passed overhead, swooping over the 
barn.


“Thanks,” he said, and resisted the urge to say that he 
had it under control.


K-Osprey could just fire from the air. forever until he hit, 
and Andrew could do nothing.


“All right,” said Lucky Strike, “Plan B.” She started 
moving one hand in odd ways. Andrew looked at her. 
“Programming,” she said. “I hacked a PowrGlove once 
so my movements were a programming language. I’m 
scripting.” He kept staring. “What are you waiting for? 
Keep him busy.”


“Right,” said Andrew. “Busy.” He coiled his legs 
underneath himself and sprang up to the roof of the 
barn. The roof of the barn was clad in metal, and it was 
surprisingly slippery. Fortunately this barn had a 
straight roof, instead of one with multiple slopes.


He looked at the night sky, trying to find K-Osprey. He 
shifted his density, and the roof creaked under his 
weight. He quickly switched to normal density again, 
and something slammed into his back.  The force of 
the impact knocked him into the air toward the corn 
fields, over the farmhouse.


Andrew shifted his weight to be dense before he hit the 
ground.


Threads Lost!, who hires the dryad?  Police 
antagonism, That’s Gadget Ghoul right there.

�

Scene Setup NPC Action, trust faith

Chaos Down one, to +3

Plot Clean up some of the loose ends

Goal Unaltered.

�

He uses healing on himself. Because he has Healing 7, he 
gets back 7 Stamina. 6 puts him back at full health, so he’’s 
at 13 Stamina. The Healing power will work on him only 
once more this session before he needs Determined Effort. 
(though if he had an advantage for Determined Effort, he 
could use the Advantage to recover).

�
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There was a deafening whump and then Andrew was 
lying in a broad shallow crater.


He checked himself over...nothing broken. He pressed 
a few things back into place.  He still ached, but he 
thought maybe he could go a few more rounds.


It was faster to jump back to the barn, but to do that, 
he had to return to normal density. At the highest point 
of his arc, he went intangible...just in case.


K-Osprey tried to ram him again. He turned solid just in 
time to try to grab him—


He didn’t have time to think about what he was doing.


K-Osprey laughed and sprayed something over him 
that smelled vaguely like gasoline or kerosene.


Andrew hardened, and the Hawkwings dipped from the 
excess weight. He punched and missed, then held his 
breath and grip as flame blossomed around him.


It hurt, yes.


The flames didn’t seem to hurt K-Osprey. Maybe they 
were an illusion, but they seemed real to Andrew.


The sky and the ground were mixed because K-
Osprey,the wings, and Andrew were spinning. Andrew 
hit K-Osprey in the leg and suddenly saw how K-
Osprey’s wings were controlled.


Andrew pulled, and he pushed. K-Osprey was as 
strong as he was.


They slammed into the barn at K-Osprey’s full speed, 
and K-Osprey took the brunt of it. 


Andrew kept at the controls and soon the hawk wings 
and passengers left the barn. 


K-Osprey rushes Dr.  Ghost and hits, doing Strength +1, or 
8 stamina. It’s only a moderate hit because K-Osprey hits 
from behind, but K-Osprey wins the push Str vs Str (13. Vs 
10)). Dr. Ghost is pushed into the air. Say about 50 feet 
high, so landing is damage 5. His Damage Resistance 
takes care of that, but the crater might be large.

Dr. Ghost 
13 5

�

Using the quality “Doctor” he’s going to try to use his Int 
and Medicine to create an Advantage that he can use to 
recover. The difficulty is his Intellect (4),  and both sides rolll 
5.  (If that doesn’t work, he’ll use Healing, but that’s a 
limited resource.) He succeeds,  so he gets his Strength 
back in Recovery. That’s 7 points

Dr. Ghost 
13 12

�

Trying to turn solid to grab sounds tough, so let’s say it’s 5 
(K-Osprey’s Flight) plus 2.  That’s 7, which is comfortably 
higher than K-Osprey’s Prowess (4) or Coordination (5). 
Andrew’s Prowess is 7, and the rolls are 7+6 versus 7+2, or 
a Major success. Andrew tags him.

�

Strength versus Strength, where both are Str 7. Andrew 
rolls a 6, K-Osprey rolls a 5. Andrew barely wins. They’re 
headed for the barn again.

Dr. Ghost 
13 12

K-Osprey 
11

�

The walls of. the bard are metal-reinforced,, which hurts K-
Osprey but doesn’t knock him out.

Dr. Ghost 
13 12

K-Osprey 
11 6

�
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Since he was holding K-Osprey anyway, Andrew. let 
illness flow from his gripping hand.


K-Osprey fell unconscious.


Andrew managed to harden before they hit the ground. 


By the time he carried K-Osprey back to the 
farmhouse, Lucky Strike was gone, of course. So were 
most of the technicians. The unconscious ones were 
still there.


Andrew searched the unconscious people for a cell 
phone. He called the police, and settled down to wait 
for them.


They’d do the right thing. Most people did, given the 
chance.


Wrap-Up 
And done. I’d call that a minor achievement, but I’ll 
store it, and do a second adventure some day.


Characters 
Dr. Ghost

The Good Samaritan quality didn’t work out as useful. 
Have to think about it and maybe come up with a new 
one. 


Lucky Strike

PRW 7 SPECIALTIES QUALITIES

CRD 5 Medicine +2 • Doctor with 
Hippocratic oath, 
Dr. Andrew 
Wassermann


• Good Samaritan

• In love with villain

STR 7

INT 4

AWR 6

WIL 6 STAMINA 13 DETERMINATION 1

POWERS

• Healing 7 

• Extra: Affliction 7 


• Phasing 5 

• Extra: Density 5

PRW 6 SPECIALTIES QUALITIES

CRD 5 Technology +2 • Thief with a heart of 
gold


• No man is good 
enough


• Grudging respect

STR 6

INT 5

AWR 3

WIL 4 STAMINA 10

POWERS

• Wall-Crawling 5

• Extra: Leaping 5


• Gadgets 6 Extra: No prep time

• Probability Control [Good] 5


• Limit: Uncontrolled (+2 to level)
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K-Osprey

Cameron West 
Reporter. Stats 3; Specialty Writing (+1); Qualities: 
Journalism is important; Can’t make omelettes without 
breaking egg


Adam Silverback 
Intelligent gorilla.

Epiphyte 

Padlock (Dwight Celenza) 
Parahuman security team.


PRW 4 SPECIALTIES QUALITIES

CRD 5 Gadgets +1, 
Military +1, 
Technology 
+1

• Stochastic 
mastermind


• Madness is liberating

• If all else fails, smash 

it

STR 7

INT 5

AWR 4

WIL 4 STAMINA 11

POWERS

• Gadgets 6

• Extra: Arsenal (Blast)


• Damage Resistance 2 (innate)

• Flight 5 (Device)

PRW 3 SPECIALTIES

Athletics (+1), 
Psychology (+3), 
Science (+3)

QUALITIES

CRD 4 • Polymath genius

• Under military 

protection

• Still a gorilla

STR 6

INT 6

AWR 4

WIL 3 STAMINA 9

POWERS

• Super-senses 1 (Scent)

PRW 6 SPECIALTIES QUALITIES

CRD 5 Science 
(Botany) +2

• Eats her prey

• Now a plant, not a 

person. 

• This is her home

STR 6

INT 6

AWR 4

WIL 5 STAMINA 9

POWERS

• Plant Control 8

• Extra: Plant Mimicry

• Extra: Animate plants (Summon) Limit: Source

• Dimensional Travel Limit: The Green

• Extra: Teleport Limit: Source Plants

PRW 4 SPECIALTIES QUALITIES

CRD 4 Military (+1), 
Power (Binding) 
(+1)

• Parahuman security 
guard


• Working stiff

• Third quality?

STR 4

INT 3

AWR 5

WIL 3 STAMINA 7

POWERS

• Binding 6

• Extra: Affects Intangible

• Side Effect: Stunning (vs. Willpower) 6

• Extra: Power acts through things, as if phased

• Limit: Temporary

• Limit: Concentration
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Scope (Mackenzie Ney) 
Parahuman security team.


K-Osprey’s Technicians 

K-Osprey’s Henchmen 

PRW 3 SPECIALTIES QUALITIES

CRD 4 Military (+1) • Parahuman security 
guard


• Working stiff

• Third quality?

STR 3

INT 4

AWR 5

WIL 3 STAMINA 6

POWERS

• Detection 6 (parahumans)

• Super-senses 1 (Detection is targeting)

• Telepathy 5 


• Limit: Only to share targets 

• Limit: Preparation

PRW 2 Specialties • Technology +1


CRD 3

STR 3 Powers • Blaster Pistol (Blast 3)

• Protective bodysuit 

(Damage Reduction 1)INT 5

AWR 3

WIL 3 Qualities • Normal guy

• If I lose, the boss’ll kill me

STA 6

PRW 4 Specialties • Weapons [Guns] +1


CRD 3

STR 4 Powers • Blaster Pistol (Blast 4 Extra: 
Affects phased)


• Protective bodysuit 
(Damage Reduction 2)

INT 3

AWR 3

WIL 3 Qualities • Normal guy

• If I lose, the boss’ll kill me

STA 7
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